There are a number of case reports in my publication history and I had the one or the other conversation with colleagues why to publish case reports. Case reports are not an essential step in someone's career and are more or less a waste of time, is the main argument I was "accused" for. I disagree with this argument and I would like to explain why in this short editorial.

First of all when a first year resident starts her or his career he/she know that there are many steps in a high ladder, which have to be climbed one by one. One such step is publication of research. The case report is short and helps everyone who would like to learn how to publish, to report informationconcisely and present the data needed, to indicate in the best possible way what the point is.

Apart from the gain a resident has, there is a number of information contained in case reports which help other colleagues to understand the case and read how treatment was managed in order to treat their own patient with the same rare disease. The cases reported are rare in matters of incidence but in absolute numbers and over the whole world the number of "rare" cases can be substantial. With the World Wide Web in hand, the whole world is able to communicate and to share its experiences. After all in every case we treat one single patient with one single entity and it does not really matter to the patient how common or rare his disease is. Sharing experiences with other colleagues and knowing how a case was solved prevents all of us of "reinventing the wheel" again and again.

Publishing rare cases increases the number of such entities and allows further classification and standardization of therapeutic management. Every disease started as a case and in ancient history was reported as a new case.

On the other hand we should be aware that a case report is just one report and not evidence based science. Individual patients can respond to individual therapies in some patients and not at all in others.

In my opinion case reports are still an essential part of clinical science and publishing case reports should be encouraged for young clinicians as well as for senior ones.